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AN AXIOMATIC PROOF OF MIRRLEES' FORMULA * 

STEFAN HOMBURG 
Professor of Public Finance, University of Hanover, Lower Saxony, Gennany 

Mirrlees ' optimal ineome tax formula has never been proven rigorously, and it is hard 
to understand it in eeonomic terms. We prove an analogous formula for an eeonomy 
with finitely many persons. This is easy and a/lows a simple economie interpretation. 
Thereafter, Mirrlees' original formula is derived by means of a limit theorem. The 
analysis also clarifies the discussion between Revesz and Saez published as "Commu
nieations" below in this issue of PFIFP It shows whieh formula is eorreet and how the 
methodologieal problems. in partieu/ar the eireularity problem, ean be dealt with. 

I. INTRODUCTlON 

Mirrlees' (1971) paper on the optimal non-linear income tax appears to be one ofthe 
most important and seminal contributions to public finance ever published. However, 
his celebrated tax fonnula has never been demonstrated rigorously, and its economic 
meaning is not entirely c1ear. A similar lack of c1arity characterizes the exchange between 
Revesz (2003) and Saez (2003) published as "Communications" in this issue ofPF/FP 
which leaves the reader somewhat perplexed. In asense, both authors have shown that 
the optimal marginal income tax rate is inversely related to the compensated elasticity 
of labor supply. Their derivations rely partlyon heuristic arguments and lead to two 
distinct fonnulae. As the discussion between Revesz and Saez makes c1ear, the crucial 
difference between the two fonnulae is an indirect effect following a change in the 
marginal tax rate, which is present in Saez' but not in Revesz' model. 

Revesz believes that the incorporation of such an indireet effect "can be questioned on 
logical grounds, but cannot be disproved categorically". On the other hand, Saez points 
out that the inc1usion ofthe indirect effect makes his result equivalent to Mirrlees' (1971) 
fonnula. Saez even confesses, in his footnote 1, that he had first neglected the indirect 
effect himself, but had then added it in order to reconcile his fonnula with that ofMirrlees. 
Hence, the equivalence between Saez' and Mirrlees' results is unsurprising, and Revesz 
rightly points out that "ifthere is a problem with the inc1usion of second order effects by 
Saez, the same might also apply to the non-explicit fonnulae ofMirrlees". Worse yet, 

• I am grateful to the rnanaging editor and 10 an anonymous referee for discussions which helped sharpening 
the argument . 
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control theory and calculus of variations, as used by Mirrlees, Revesz and Saez, have 
never pretended to be logically air-tight branches of mathematical optimization; both 
are more or less heuristic methods, too . 

The present paper takes up Revcsz' final suggestion "that further research is needcd 
to improve mathematical rigor and identify the best optimal income tax formula." In 
order to do so, we use an innovative approach which consists of two steps. Firstly, we 
derive the optimal income tax formula for a finite economy. Secondly, the corresponding 
formula for the continuum economy is established by means of a limit theorem. This 
approach, which also yields an elasticity formula as an immediate side-product, has 
several advantages over the traditional approach: It is very much easier to understand 
and rcquircs far Icss calculations; it givcs definite answcrs to thc questions raiscd sincc 
it relies on axiomatic methods; and it facilitates a simple economic interpretation ofthe 
optimal income tax formula. 

11. THE FINITE OPTIMAL TAX FORMULA 

In the finite economy, gross wage rates (or skillievels) are given as 0< n° < n l < 
'" < n H for so me positive number H. The probability mass of people with wage 
rate n h is fh > O. Every person with wage rate h (person h, for short) gets a pair 
(eh, zh) of consumption eh and gross income zh. The difference zh - eh represents 
the tax payment. Individual utility u( eh, fh) depends on consumption and working 
time Rh = Zh /n\ and the utility function is twice continuously differentiable, strictly 
monotonic and strictly concave; leisure is non-inferior. Differentiating implicitly the 
equation u( eh , zh / n )=const. one obtains the marginal rate of substitution of a person 
with an arbitrary wage rate n as: 

(1) 

The central premise of the theory of optimal income taxation, called agent mono
tonicity by Seade (1982), requires that the marginal rate of substitution at any given 
point in income-consumption-space decreases in n: 

(2) 

This is equivalent to assuming that the uncompensated elasticity oflabor supply with 
respect to the net wage rate exceeds minus one. It is also equivalent to saying that 
whenever anyone is indifferent between two distinct pairs of consumption and income, 
each person with a lower wage rate strictly prefers the pair containing less consumption 
and income, and vice versa. In FIGURE 1, person h + 1 is indifferent between A and 
B, and h prefers A strictly. 
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FIGURE 1 

Indifference Curves in Income-Consumption-Space 

c 
h 

h+l 

z 
The govemment maximizes expected utility of a person behind a "veil of ignorance", 

i.c. a person that docs not know his own future wage rate. Total tax reve~ue must ~uffice 
to finance an exogenous amount R ofpublic spending (resource constramt), and It must 
be impossible for each person k to make hirnself better off by mimicking some other 
person h (self-selection constraints). Hence, a second-best allocation solves 

(3) 

rnax! 
(c h ,eh )1<= 0 . .. H 

s.t. i) 

H 

L u(eh,f'h)fh 

h=O 
H 

l)zh - eh)!" 2: R, 
h=O 

1"1) ( k pk) (h. h / k:) C' Il k d h 1L e , . 2: 1L C , Z n lor a • an . 

Using an axiomatic approach it can be shown (Homburg 200 I) that any solution to this 
problem has three important features: Firstly zh+1 2: z" for all h < H. This is obvious 
from FIGURE 1: With point A representing the pair (eh, z /'), point B must lie in the 
shaded region because otherwise either h would mimic h + 1, or vice versa. Secondly, the 
resource constraint holds as an equality. Thirdly, the down ward adjacent self-selection 
constraints also hold as equalities, which rneans u(ch+l, fh+!) = u(ch, zh /nh+!) for 
all h < H. According to this chain property. every person except the least productive 
must be indifferent between the pair of consurnption and income intended for hirn and 
the pair intended for his left-hand neighbor. The chain property, illustrated by points 
A and B in FIGURE 1, is pretty c1ear because the govemment wishes to redistribute 
from top to bottom as much as possible. Together with zh+! 2: zh., the chain property 
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implies that all self-se1ection constraints are satisfied, so that the upward as weil as the 
non-adjacent self-selection constraints can be neglected. 

Let us now derive the optimal income tax, assuming, as both Revesz and Saez 
do, that there are neither corner solutions nor bunching, and that the tax function 
T( z ) is differentiable. Since non-satiation implies eh = zh - T(zh) at any individual 
optimum, person h maximizes utility u( zh - T( zh), zh I n h) by selecting the best income. 
Differentiating with respect to income yie\ds the first-order condition u c ( eh, eh)( 1 -
T'(zh» + Ut(eh, fh)/n h = 0, and solving for the marginal tax rate, using (\), gives the 
tax rate as the familiar wedge between the slope ofthe resource constraint (unity) and 
the marginal rate of substitution: 

(4) 

As has been argued above, problem (3) is equivalent to maximizing the social objective 
subject to H equality constraints, namely the resource constraint and the H -1 downward 
adjacent self-selection constraints. In the Appendix, the gradients of these constraints 
are shown to be linearly independent. Hence, we can make use of a well-known theorem 
(e.g. Bertsekas 1999, proposition 3.1.1) which states that, irrespective ofthe problem's 
convexity properties, there exist non-negative Lagrange multipliers p, J.lh associated with 
the constraints such that the usual first-order conditions are necessary for an optimum. 
Forming the Lagrangean 

H H 

(5) L = L u(eh,eh)fh + p L (zh - eh - R)fh+ 
h=O 1.=0 

H-l 

L J.lh+l(u(ch+1,eh+ 1) - u(c",zh/nh+l»), 

h=O 

differentiating with respect to eh and fh and rearranging terms yields 

(6) 

(7) 
( I. nh) (h h / h+ 1) Ut e ,f- (fh + h) = h+ 1 Ut e , z n _ fh 
n h J.l J.l n h+1 p. 

To shorten the notation, let Uc = u e(ch , zh In h+l). Adding the two equations, factor
ing out the marginal utilities ofconsumption and using (I) gives 

(8) 

which, after substituting ue(ch, fh)(fh + J.lh) = J.lh+ 1Ue + pfh from (6) can be written 

as 

(9) J.lh+1 ue(l- mrsh(nh )) + pfh(l- mrsh(nh» = p.h+luc(l_ mrsh(nh+1») . 
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UsingT'(zh) = I-mrsh(nh ) and ~mrsh = mrsh(nh)-.n:rsh(nh+l), we already 
have the main result which, by necessity ofthe first-order condltlOns, charactenzes every 

second-best optimum: 
, h J.lh+l u c h 

T (z ) = h ~mrs. 
pf (10) 

The sign of the marginal tax rate, determinated by Mirrlees in a co~plicated proof 
hieh also involved an important error, see Seade (1982), follows slmply from the 

~ct that the Lagrange multipliers are non-negative, whereas an oth~r ~ariables on t~e 
right-hand side are strictly positive. The multipliers (shadow p.rices) mdlca~e ehanges m 

eeted utility following a tax reduetion (p) or an introduetlOn of slaek m one of the 
exp . ' h ' I ' I' 
downward adjacent se\f-selectlon eonstramts (,t), respectlvely. However, the mu Hp ler 

1l+1 is not present in the Lagrangean, as person H has no right-hand neighbor who 
~ust be prevented from mimicking; hence (10) implies T'( ZH) = 0, the famous "no 

distortion at the top" result. 

III . INTERPRETING THE FORMULA 

No direet interpretation of the optimal income tax formula has been offered as yet. 
But there is one, and it is straightforward because formula (10) simply contrasts the 
cost and bencfit of distortionary taxation. In the following argument we considcr thc 
consequences ofslightly changing person h's marginal tax rate, while keeping his utility 

constant. 

FlGURE 2 

Cost and Bcncfit ofDistortionary Taxation 

c c 
h h 

h+l 

"'---------..... z L..----------pz 

Positive tax rates have an efficienc.y cost: This is shown in the left-hand diagram in 
FIGURE 2. Point A corresponds to a positive marginal tax rate because the marginal rate 
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of substitution mr Sh (nh) falls short of the slope of the resource constraint. The shaded 
area is t~e familiar H~rberger triangle, the deadweight loss from taxation. Starting from 
A and shghtly changmg zh allows changing e" by the same amount without violating 
the resource constraint. But person h only needs mrs"(nh ) as a compensation. Hence, 
1 - mr sh (nh) = T' (zh) is the marginal efficiency cost of distortionary taxation per 
individual, expressed in eomrnodity terms. Multiplying by p, the shadow priee of the 
resouree eonstraint, transforms this into utility terms, and 1" (zh)p fit gives the aggregate 
marginal cffieicney eost. 

Positive tax rates have aredistributive benefit: Consider the right-hand diagram in 
FIGURE 2. Moving from B toward C, person h 's eonsumption ean be redueed by 
mrsh(nh) per ineome unit if his utility is to be kept constant. This reduction exceeds 
the quantity of consumption whieh eould be taken from the potential mimieker h + I, if 
the latter's utility were kept eonstant, by mrsh(nh) - mrsh(nh+!) = t:.mrsh. Thus, 
the mimicker's utility falls by uct:.mrsh. The tax slackens the downward adjacent 
self-selection eonstraint, which is a good thing because more redistribution becomes 
possible. Sinee /Lh+!, the shadow priee of the self-selection eonstraint, represents the 
social value of slackening this constraint by one unit, the marginal redistributive benefit 
from distortionary taxation equals /Lh+!ucfl.mrsh. 

An optimal income tax, of course, equates the marginal efficieney eost and the 
marginal redistributive benefit: 

(11) 
T'(zh)pfh 

Marginal efficien,y cost 

/Lh+! uct:.mr sh 
Marginal redistributil'e bene/it 

Dividing (11) by p fh yields (10) whieh demonstrates that the optimal income tax 
formula has a direct economie meaning and can be constructed from simple economic 
reasoning. Indeed, the formula shows the famous equity-efficieney trade-offin its purest 
form. Positive marginal tax rates are a useful screening device that prevents the rich 
from mimicking the poor, facilitating more redistribution. 

IV. RECOVERING MIRRLEES' ORlGINAL FORMULA 

Now consider the eontinuum ease where wage rates are distributed ovcr some fixed 
interval [nmin , n max] aecording to a probability distribution funetion F( n) with a eontin
uous density f(n) > O. An equidistant partition ofthis interval is a set {nO, n 1

, • •• , n H} 
such that n° = n min , n H = n m a x and, for all h< H , nh+1 

- n h = d,where t5 = 
(nmax _ n min )/ H. With probability masses fh = F(nh) - F(nh- 1

) for h > 0 and 
fO = F(nO), each equidistant partition defines a finite economy. For instance, H = 1 
defines an economy with two types of inhabitants, H = 2 an economy with three types, 
and so on. Letting H = 1, 2, .. . gives a sequence offinite economies whose optimal tax 
schedules might look very different, but which are a11 characterized by formula (10). 
Applying the mean value theorem twice we write 
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fh = F(nh) - F(nh- 1
) = Jt5 and 

h h h h+1 dmrs(j 
t:.mrsh = mrs (n ) - mrs (n ) = -~ , 

(12) 

where fand dmrs/dn must be evaluated in intervals In" - (j, n"l and [n", n". + 
<5j,respeetively. Substituting (12) into (10), <5 eaneels out, and when H grows wlth
out bound, the intervals collapse, Uc approaches Uc (e" , eh), and (10) beeomes 

(13) 
, -J.L U c dmrs 

T(z) = ----. pi dn 

This formula eharaeterizes optimal tax rates in an eeonomy with a dense skill distri
bution. It still states that an optimal ineome tax must equate the marginal deadweight 
loss T' (z )p f with the marginal redistributive gain - J.L ucdmr s / dn. To see the equiva
lenee with Mirrlees' own expression, differentiate (I) with respeet to n, keeping utility 

eonstant: 

(14) 
dmrs 

dn 
(Ulf - UpjUcUd .)1! + Up 

uc n2 

Mirrlees ealls the nominator in (14) -W y ' and OUT J.L corresponds to his -<1> ... Sub
stituting this and (14) into (13) yields T'(z) = -<I>nWy/(pfn2) which is a simple 
rearrangement of Mirrlees' formula (13) in the case of a linear resouree eonstraint, 
where his w equals p. Later on, in his equation (27), Mirrlees writes -<I>n in integrated 
form, but the emerging integrals, which are also used by Revesz and Saez, do not seem 

to yield additional eeonomic insights. 

V. RECOVERlNG THE ELASTICITY FORMULA 

In his equations (23) and (24), Saez (200 I) expresses the uncompensated elastieity 
«(U) and the compensated elastieity «(C) of ineome with respect to one minus the tax 

rate in terms ofthe utility funetion. He shows that 

(15) 
(Uu - Uf)UcUd) 1! + UR 

UR 

Comparing with (14) one reeognizes that dmrs/dn = (1 + (U)/(Cu pj(ucn
2

). 
Beeause - u,j(uen) equals 1 - T'( z ) due to (4), we can write - dmrs /dn = 
(1 + (U) / (c (1 - T' (z)) / n. Substituting this into (13) yields a characterization of the 

optimal tax rate in terms of elasticities: 

(16) 
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The expression on the left-hand side represents the tax rate ifthe tax were levied as a 
cons~mpti~n surcharge rather than as a payroll tax; for instance, a payroll tax offifty per 
cent IS eqUlvalent to a consumption surcharge of one hundred per cent. Saez (200 I), in 
hIs formula (15), denotcs the first ratio on the right-hand sidc, mu1tiplied by 1 - F( n), 
as A(n), and writes the second ratio in integrated form, divided by 1 - F(n), as B(n). 

To summarize, our limit theorem shows that Mirrlees' (1971) formula is correct 
Saez' (2001) formula is also correct, and Revesz' (1989) formula can be corrected b; 
two minor modifications. It is important, howcvcr, to understand that ncithcr formula 
yields an explicit solution ofthe optimal marginal income tax rate; they are all but char
acterizations. Equation (16) looks pretty much like an inverse elasticity rule but does not 
state that the optimal marginal tax rate varies inversely with the compensated elasticity 
in the sense of a causa I relationship. Even when one makes the strong assumption of 
a constant compensated elasticity, changing this elasticity would generally change the 
uncompensated elasticity, the marginal utilities and the resulting shadow prices. There
fore, when doubling the compensated elasticity, it is by no means certain that the tax rate 
would fall to one half its previous value. This raises some doubts as to the usefulness 
of an elasticity approach: Firstly, if it comes to empirical applications, the elasticity 
approach is certainly not helpful. Saez (200 I, p. 223) rightly remarks that his elasticity 
formula "cannot be direct\y applied using the empirical income distribution because 
the income distribution is affected by taxation. Therefore, it is useful to come back to 
the Mirrlees formulation" . Secondly, concerning economic interpretations, the elasticity 
approach seems to be a rather roundabout method because equation (10) characterizes 
thc optimal income tax dircctly in terms of marginal cost and bcncfit, which is much 
more straightforward than the economic reasoning behind (16). However, this may be a 
matter of personal opinion. 

VI. TWO FINAL ISSUES: DIFFERENTIABILITY AND CIRCULARITY 

The above proof of the optimal income tax formula by means of a limit theorem is 
rigorous, but in the derivation of(4) we assumed that the optimal tax schedule were dif
ferentiable. Mirrlees, Saez, and Revesz had to assume differentiability anyway, because 
they used control theory or ca\culus of variations, but Revesz (1989, p. 465) raised the 
question as to whether non-differentiable schedules could yield further improvements. 
Moreover, Revesz (2003) pointed out that the tax schedule T(z) depends on income z 
which depends on the schedule itself. Owing to this circularity T( z(T( z ... ))) he thinks 
that standard mathematical tools, which assume z to be exogenous and rule out such 
circ\es, cannot be used in the context of optimal income taxation. In this concluding 
section we would like to c\arify the issues of differentiability and circularity, which are 
interconnected. 

At the outset, it should be emphasized that the Lagrangean approach used above is 
not subject to Revesz' circularity criticism: The optimization (5) simply characterizes 
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second-best allocations, derived under the premise that the government has direct control 
over eh and eh. After second-best allocations have been described in this way, the 
government looks, in a second step, for tax schedules to sup~rt ~e,"!: , ~ tax schedul~ is 
said to support an allocation if every person can reach the paIr (e ,z ) mtended for hIrn 
and if no person can make hirnself better off by choosing some pair (e, z) i- (eh, Zh). 
To state the difference between circular and non-circular approaches most c\early: Our 
approach would become circular ifwe substituted eh by zh. - T(zh) in the Lagrangean 
(5). Differentiating with respect to zh alone, then, would Yleld the same result, but thls 
method would be subject to the circularity criticism. 

Now, at each observable income zh, a supporting tax schedule is uniquely defined by 
T( Zh) = zh - eh . At each non-observable income z, however, it is not unique\y defined 
because ifsome T*(z) does thejob, every T(z) > T*( z ) will do the job as weIl because 
it makes the pair (z - T(z), z) less attractive. Hence, the set oftax schedules supporting 
a second-best allocation in the finite economy is uncountable. With a view to the limit 
theorem, it is most convenient to consider the point-wise minimum of all supporting tax 
schedules, since this has the nicest continuity and differentiability properties. Surely, 
this tax schedule need not be chosen, but it can be chosen without loss of generality. Put 
into symbols, the point-wise minimum of all tax schedules supporting the optimum is 
uniquely defined by 

(17) u(z - T(z), z ) = u(eh+1 , eh+l) forall z E [zh,zh+l] andall h < H . 

From the chain property we know that person h + 1 must be indifferent between 
the pair intended for hirn and the pair intended for person h. The tax schedule (17) 
makes person h + 1 also indifferent with respect to all pairs (e, z) between (eh, zh) 
and (eh+! , zh+l). Agent monotonicity ensures that no third person prefers any ofthese 
intermediate pairs to his own. In FIGURE 1, the resulting budget line coincides with 
person h+ l's indifference curve between points A and B, and it coincides with person 
h 's indifference curve for incomes left to point A. Since h's indifference curve is steeper, 
the budget line has a downward kink at point A, which means that the tax schedule has 
an upward kink. The figure also shows that a differentiable taX schedule supporting the 
optimum does not exist: Making an arbitrary straight line tangent to point A, either 
person h or person h+ 1 will find pairs of consumption and income which are strictly 
better than the pair intended for hirn. 

The tax schedule (17) is continuous on its entire domain [zO, zH] and differentiable 
almost everywhere. At the intermediate observable incomes Zl . .. zH-l, however, the 
schedule is only differentiable from the left and from the right. The symbol T' (zh ) 
introduced naively in (10) turns out to be the left-derivative at such an observable income, 
whereas the right-derivative equals T' (zh) + Llmr sh. Tbe marginal tax schedule looks 
like a saw-blade, with upwardjumps Llmrsh at each intermediate observable income. To 
repeat, the entire argument is perfectly non-circular because the government identifies 
second-best allocations in the first step, and then, by selecting an appropriate tax function 
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T(z) in the second step, modifies the common budget set in such a way that everyone, 
by maximizing u(zh - T(zh) , zh /nh), voluntarily accepts the pair of consumption and 
income intended for hirn. Such a method does not solve the circularity problem, but 
avoids it from the outset. 

Now, let us consider again the limit process introduced in Section IV. With 8 denoting 
the difference between two adjacent wage rates, ßmrsh = mrsh(nh) - mrsh(nh + 8) 
vanishes as the wage rate distribution becomes dense. Hence, the upward jumps in the 
marginal tax rate become smaller and smaller, and if some limit tax schedule T( z) exists, 
it will be differentiable. Thus, nothing can be gained by relaxing the differentiability 
assumption; differentiability emerges as a result and need not be assumed. Since the 
derivatives (6) and (7) as weH as the tax formulae are aH evaluated at (eh, zh), and 
neither of them at (eh + 1, zh+ 1), this result holds irrespective of possible gaps in the 
limit income distribution. But note that bunching has been ruled out here. If there is an 
interval [nh , nk ] ofpersons having the same income z at the optimum, the left-derivative 
equals 1- mrs(nh), the right-derivative 1 - mrs(nk), and even the limit tax schedule 
will be non-differentiable at z. Bunching and corner solutions make the analysis a bit 
more difficult, but they do not affect the basic results, see Homburg (2001). 

VII. CONCLUSION 

This paper has shown that the theory of optimal non-linear income taxation can be 
made completely rigorous if one starts with a finite economy and obtains the results for 
the continuum case as limits. Such an approach does not suff er from the messiness and 
opaqueness ofMirrlees' original approach; moreover, it allows definite proofs and yields 
simple intuitive explanations ofthe economic forces at work. The approach also allows 
straightforward derivations ofthe elasticity expressions proposed by Revesz (1989) and 
Saez (2001) and highlights the non-circularity ofthe argument. 

APPENDIX 

Let kO denote the recource constraint L (zh - e h - R)fh = 0, and let k h (h > 0) denote the self-selection 

constraint u( eh , ,,,) - u( eh-I , zh - 1 In") = O. If the gradicnts of these constraints are Iinearly dependent, 

there exist numbers o/'(h = O ... H), not all zero, such that L "," grad k" = 0. Differentiating with respect 

to co, tU. Cl. and so on, yields the following sign pattern: 

gradkO=(- + - + - + ... - +), 

grad k l = (- + + - 0 0 ... 0 0), 

grad e = (0 0 - + + - ... 0 0), 

grad k H = (0 0 0 0 0 0 .. . + -). 
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0>0 As the first column must vanish, ,,1<0. As the third column must also vanish, ,,2<0 and 
Assume Q . . ' . . h' h t 
& rth 1'1 H<O But Ihen Ihe sum ofthe numbers in the last column IS stnctly pOSItive, w IC presen s 

so ,0 un I Q • .' . 0" , _ h' h 
a contradiction. The premise ,,0 <0 yields an analogous ~ontradl.ctlOn. ~mally, ()( =0 Imphes (} -0, W IC 

implies ,,2=ü and so forth, proving that the gradients are m fact hnearly mdependenl. 
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